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animal music for vegetal people 
 

WHEN 
September 2005 
 
WHAT 
Many great artists were involved in the NRP#1, like Ihan who had an album out on Mille 
Plateaux the year before, like Jailbird whose first album was fresh from the press at Geska 
Records, like Flint Glass who’d just recorded his first album for Brume Records, like 
Transistor 6 or Blue Baboon or Trilemma. The compilation just said no, thanks to the 
standards of the record industry: no jewel box, no style-orientated tracklist, no 
distributors for HMV or supermarkets, no adverts, no promo in the “normal” music media, €5 
super-affordable price. Two years after its release, it’s almost sold-out and has paid for 
tself, leaving a little money which we invested to put this second volume out. i
 
WHY 
We had an online compilation called the Noise Research Program running smoothly. It was 
supposed to show 'the darkside of noise underground artists' and featured less than 1Mb 
tracks (broadband wasn't that common a few years ago) that were mostly Noise Industrial. One 
day, a wonderful band from Cymru called Scramble sent us a 7 minutes track from outer space 
for the NRP called Digerious, nowhere near noisy, nowhere near dark -but still wonderful. So 
we thought and doubted and thought again and doubted again. Why only dark, why only noise? A 
river makes noise, the sea makes noise, birds make noise and none of them are noisy. Lots of 
musicians use noise(s) as an element and most of the music they make isn't noisy. 
 
WHO 
NRP#2 features another bunch of great artists. Some are quite famous like ex-Creation 
records’ The Telescopes or Agathocles who appear to be the last grind/mince/crust metal band 
left of the wonderful end 1980s scene or even Napalmed who with their above 10 years of 
existence and their split with Merzbow have the well-earned reputation of being one of the 
biggest noise industrial acts in Europe. Some are on their way like Ultra Milkmaids who’ve 
put out a few records on Ant Zen, like Serge who recently released a wonderful white 10” EP, 
like Government Alpha whose works with KK Null, Bastard Noise and numerous releases on CDR 
labels all over the world have made him an inevitable part of the Japanoise scene, like ML 
the main beat-electronics project of the open-source label Loca or like Jesse Krakow (tour 
companion of Ron Anderson & The Molecules) or The $hit. And some are only known to a happy 
few. But all the artists here share a taste for integrity, good music and still say no, 
thanks to the standards of the record industry; the record is packed in a cardboard envelope 
like the ones used to send promo as a tongue-in-cheek reference to the so-called music 
business which we sadly feel is a lot more about business than about music. 
The music here ranges from harshnoise to happy pop, with jazz, metal, electronic and 
hardcore incursions. It’s not genre-orientated, it’s good-music-orientated, like we all 
should be. It tries to show there really are no boundaries in music, there’s only good music 
to your ears and the rest. The fact you call the music you don’t like “noise” on a 
compilation entitled The Noise Research Program should make you think… And the fact this 
excellent compilation is available for €5 everywhere in the world should make you wonder why 
you’d pay five times that for the latest “summer hits” crap’o’la in shops. 
 
 
WHAT ELSE 
On the back of this, you’ll find our manifesto and our catalogue. Do feel compelled to 
contact us if you like the music, review it and so on: your help is not only much 
appreciated but the only way we have to survive keeping up decent ethics.

“Not knowing why 
I love this world 

where we come to die“ 
Natsume Sôseki 



 

ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING 
BurningEmptiness Inc. is a homemade microlabel run by B¨L+DDN (who make the final decisions, 

soak up what little glory there is, write about themselves in the third person and tend to 

forget who exactly does what). We release great music in the genres of just about everything 

(dub, ambient, grindcore, non-commercial pop, improvised weirdotronics of all types, noise, 

etc.) i.e. stuff we dig. BurningEmptiness Inc. is for us, for our artists, and for those 

interested in edge-music produced and distributed outside channels compromised by non-

artistic concerns (yeah, this one was real punk).  

BurningEmptiness is not a stepping stone, a leg up, a calling card or any other kind of 

means to a more famous and celebrated end. We do not 'wannabe' big. It is a project in 

itself and all its ambition is in its quality and integrity. We are not interested in 

profit, sales, magazine coverage (with notable exceptions), in the charts, in large-scale 

distribution, in success as normally measured. In fact, being normal individuals in the 

society, we can actually say we got no interest in making profit or having an attitude. In 

fact, THAT is our attitude. Our releases are produced cheaply and offered for sale at €5 

each, whatever the format, wherever you live. That said, we insist that the design and 

musical content are uniformly excellent. Costs are kept low by a combination of dedication 

and generosity and magic, not by any skimping on quality. 

Don't get us wrong: this isn't a hair-shirt, elitist, holier-than-thou operation. Quite the 

opposite: we are into life-affirming creative endeavour. We like all kinds of independent 

media (in fact, webzine coverage gives us most of the clients we have), email distribution 

lists, small independent mail order and catalogue based distributors, receiving interesting 

post, flyers, linking up with people overseas, trades and communication with the like-minded 

(and the other-minded too), gigs organised for the thankless love of it on a non-profit 

basis, and so on. BE Inc. is proud to be a node in this amazing network and it is lot of fun 

too. The whole music business as traditionally understood is largely irrelevant to us, which 

is kind of exciting. Let us spell it out further. We don't even want to make a living out of 

BE Inc.: not now, not ever. In fact, we can afford not to be influenced by commercial ideas 

because of our jobs and because we’re, you know, just normal people. All we want to do is 

treat our artists and 'consumers' fairly and provide an outlet for stuff we dig without 

having to be compromised by other concerns. We believe that the official sanction of major 

reviews, a barcode and ubiquitous distribution is, at best, unreliable, and at worst 

insulting. Dropping 16 quid or €20 or whatever in HMV/Virgin/FNAC on what you've been told 

to buy is a risky strategy. It can sometimes pay off, but generally is an utter failure as a 

joyous life-enhancing experience. Let's just take it all outside. 

 

STILL AVAILABLE 

BE_04 HYNIOUKI vs. Tin.RP "KillingAubade” harshnoise 
BE_05 MooN "A Second Blue" neo-krautrock 
BE_10 This Is Not Red Paint "soylent grin / lost souls" 
old school industrial 
BE_15 MooN “back to the stars” experimental electropop 
BE_16 JE “IIII” minimal experimental electronics 
BE_17 Tin.RP “abs.nce” rhythm+drones 
BE_18 Mar.Tin’s Trombone on the Moon “deserts will 
bloom” electronica fallen from a Russian space station 
BE_23 Margrave Ruediger vs. Trombone robodance! 
BE_24 GintasK vs. DDN “the pulse and click of your 
cyberheart is melody to my analogue to digital 
converter“  whatever the title says
BE_25 The Cosmic MooN ‘play in random order’ 
folk+psyche+fuzz+noisetalgy 

BE_26 J e + [.] ‘schizoïde anomique’ acoustronics 
BE_27 Amanonn vs. Tin.RP ‘intelligence is female’ 
electroclash vs. electronoise 
BE_28 Lanz Bulldog ‘premature obliteration of academic 
intelligence’ freejazz’o’digigrind 
BE_100 Noise Research Program compilation + Ultra 
Milkmaids, Transistor 6, IHAN, etc. 
BE_101 Noise Research Program#2 

 


